World leader in vehicle
de-pollution technology

“Our know-how for your benefit!“

www.seda.at
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The Pioneer

......................................
JOSEF DAGN
With over 40 years’
experience in
research and development thanks to
the pioneer spirit of
company founder,
Josef Dagn, more
than 2,500 dismantling companies now
have confidence in
SEDA products.

SEDA-Umwelttechnik GmbH is an
ISO9001 certified company specialising in the development, manufacture
and sale of devices and equipment for
the drainage of end-of-life vehicles.
Our specialised tools, drilling devices
and drainage equipment remove all
liquids and hazardous substances (petrol, diesel, waste oil, coolant, brake
fluid, windscreen washer fluid) from
end-of-life vehicles efficiently, rapidly
and safely.
Quality, performance and value
SEDA equipment and plant are innovative market-leading products which
have for many years set technical and

ecological standards. These are quality, made-in-Austria products which
comply with applicable European directives for end-of-life vehicles. When
you choose a SEDA product, you are
choosing Safety, Quality and Efficiency.
International focus
A worldwide network of trained importers and our own subsidiaries in
the Netherlands, the USA, Turkey,
Japan and China are the reason
why SEDA’s customers include companies such as BMW, Volkswagen,
Mercedes, Ford or Porsche and
groups such as ARN, Scholz and Sims.

1993: Mr. Dagn develops
the world’s first complete
end-of-life vehicle drainage system and launches
sales across Europe.
◄◄◄

1967: Josef Dagn returns
from his apprenticeship
at Mercedes Benz to his
hometown in Kössen, and
opens a petrol station
and car repair shop.
◄◄◄
1983: Mr. Dagn establishes SEDA Environmental LLC in New York; the headquarters move to St. Petersburg, Florida two
years later. ►►►
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2003: Josef Dagn establishes
SEDA Umwelttechnik in Kössen.
SEDA wins a major contract in
Holland and establishes SEDA
Environmental Benelux. ►►►
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Our Vision
Our Vision
To protect the environment from
hazardous liquids from end-oflife vehicles – A vision which Josef
Dagn has already achieved with his
inventions. We want to apply this founding concept around the world. Doing this means that our core focus lies
in connecting this philosophy with the
needs of our customers. Our aim is to
provide them with the most environmentally-friendly, safe and economical solutions.

Customers:
more than

3.000

Rainer Dagn

General Manager
SEDA Umwelttechnik GmbH

2006: SEDA wins the Austrian
Export Award and is listed as a
Hidden Champion.
◄◄◄

Locations
worldwide:

20
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2010: SEDA Environmental LLC
expands its team and moves
to larger premises in Fayetteville, Atlanta (USA). ►►►
2011: SEDA Innovations GmbH
becomes a contract manufacturing specialist for blank
production in Ebbs, Tirol.
◄◄◄

2009:
SEDA Umwelttechnik is ISO9001 certified.
Josef Dagn’s son Rainer becomes the company‘s new CEO.
SEDA Japan is established and a
sales agent is hired in Shanghai.
1993

Distributors
and Partners:

SEDA Turkey is established in order
to open up the Eurasian market.
2000

2003

2006

2009

2010

2011
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Our Features
Quality

Research
Research means evolving and
developing. In this way, we gradually improve what is known, and
discover what is new. We develop prototypes and technologies
together with our customers and
vendors.

TECHNOLOGY
Modern design, high-quality
components, certified processes.
We offer usable technologies,
developed by and for professional
specialists.

Network
An international distribution network ensures optimal consultancy
and rapid service from professionals based in your region.
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For SEDA, quality means passing
on our knowledge, manufacturing
good products and making our
customers happy.

Experience
We have been active for 40 years,
and have led the industry for 20
years. As a pioneer with a foundation in reality and expertise,
we pass our know-how on to our
customers.

SUSTAINABILITY
SEDA products are characterised
by their excellent durability and an
effective return on investment. For
us, sustainability means also being
there for the customer once the
sale is completed.

Our Port folio

Systems:
► Mobile
► ModuleOne
► EasyDrain
► DrainTower
► Rapid
► ContainerSystems
► SingleStation
► DoubleStation

► AFR
► AirbagMaster
► Dismantling supplies
► CarTrolley
► FuelManager
► CableShredder
► Refrigerant
► MiniCutter
► RecyclingCutter
► RescueCutter
► T-REC
► T-REC XXL
► WindScreenCutter

Equipment:
► SOG²
► DrillMatic
► PetrolVaccumKuli
► DieselVaccumKuli
► TankDrillingMachine
► GearboxDrillingMachine
Accessoires:
► OilfilterCaps
► LiftingRamps
► FluidStorageTanks
► Compressors

► Advice, Service
► Station planning
► Laws, Guidelines
► Training
► Assembling, Installation

► Plugs
► Adaptors
► PraktikerCase
► 5-StarTester
► MultiTester
► RadiatorCleaningPistol
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DRAINAGE
SEDA equipment and
devices for the drainage of end-of-life
vehicles lead the way
worldwide. SEDA has
rethought and revolutionised issues such as
explosion protection
(compressed air operation), reliability, simple and safe handling.
Integrating SEDA equipment in existing processes and expandable
elements provides increased flexibility.
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SPECIAL TOOLS

Additionally developed specialised devices
including a tyre removal device (T-REC), the
MiniCutter or CableShredder round out our
comprehensive range for recycling facilities,
workshops and rescue services.

01 SEDA MDS2 Platform EasyDrain
02 SEDA MSD2 Platform DrainTower
03 SEDA ModuleOne
04 SEDA FuelManager
05 SEDA CableShredder Fox
06 SEDA RecyclingCutter
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07 SEDA T-REC XXL
08 SEDA SOG²
09 SEDA TankDrillingMachine
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11 SEDA OilFilterCaps
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12 SEDA Plugs
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TESTING EQUIPMENT
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SEDA testing equipment
such as for radiator or Co²
testers are in use around the
world. Multi-function test
systems and proven pressure
testers form an integral part
of the SEDA product range,
and have been relied on for
many years now by companies including Daimler, MAN
and Würth.
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CONSULTING
SEDA doesn’t merely
offer its customers a
device or plant for
purchase, it also provides everything that
comes with it. We have
skilled staff and specialists available in order
to ensure top-level
consultancy, planning
assistance, appropriate
training and comprehensive service.

Refrigerant CFC gas
removal

Planing

DEVELOPMENT
SEDA’s in-house development department is responsible for the company’s
current position as leader in the drainage
of end-of-life vehicles. The company is
able to offer individual solutions specially
tailored to the needs of the customer.
Some of our co-operation partners:
Control systems
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SEDA Companies

Our Network

SEDA Distributors

ASIA
app. 30 stations

AmeriCa
app. 1.000 stations

AUSTRALIA
app. 100 stations

SEDA Companies:
► AUSTRIA
► AUSTRIA
► NETHERLANDS
► USA
► JAPAN
► TURKEY
► CHINA

SEDA Umwelttechnik GmbH
SEDA Innovations GmbH
SEDA Environmental Benelux BV.
SEDA Environmental L.L.C
SEDA Japan Co. Ltd.
SEDA Environmental Turkey
SEDA Representative Office

EUROPE
app. 2.500 stations

SEDA Distributors and Partners:
► SPAIN
► PORTUGAL
► GREECE
► FRANCE
► POLAND
► SLOVAKIA
► ITALIA

► HUNGARY
► SWITZERLAND
► SCANDINAVIA
► CZECH REPUBLIC
► MALTA
► GERMANY
► RUSSIA

► CANADA
► SERBIA
► AUSTRALIA
► BELGIUM
► NEW ZEALAND
► ROMANIA
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Our Values

......................................
AWARDS
SEDA holds numerous
awards which do not
encourage us to rest
on our laurels, but
spur us on further.
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SEDA has been recognised in numerous articles in well-known industry
publications and major awards. These
include the prestigious Austrian Chambers of Commerce “Export Award
2006“ and a “Dynamic Small Business”
award from Austrian Leading Companies.
Quality control
SEDA devices and stations fulfil the
most stringent safety criteria and are
TÜV, EC and GS labelled. The strict

ATEX specifications can also be complied with if required. Sophisticated
quality management ensures that demanding quality requirements are fulfilled by means of regular checks and
tests.
Partners and references
Our customers and partners include
not only recycling businesses and major organisations, but also well-known
companies in the automotive industry. SEDA produces, develops, tests

Our References
and checks in close cooperation
with these partners and ensures the
availability of the obtained results.

ZERTIFIZIERT

EN ISO 9001
ZERTIFIKAT NR. 20 100 82003404

TÜV AUSTRIA CERT GMBH

Thanks to its wide range of products
and services, know-how and experience, the market leader is also considered a reliable, competent partner
especially for small and medium-sized
companies in the recycling industry.

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS
► BMW Recycling Center
► Mercedes Benz GTC
► Volkswagen AG
► Porsche AG
► Environ Automotive GmbH
► Automobil Recyclers Niederlande (ARN)
► Scholz AG Group
► C.I.O.S. d.o.o.
► Sims Group
► Daimler AG
► Würth AG
► Viking GmbH
► MAN AG
► etc.

We are more than satisfied
with SEDA’s equipment, advice and service!
Jürgen Börgener
General Manager

Environ Automotive GmbH

We are very satisfied with
SEDA’s work. In particular, the
installation, development and
maintenance of the drainage
equipment for our partner not
only fulfilled the customer’s
demanding requirements, but
also stringent Dutch rules.
Aarnout v. Duuren
General Manager
ARN Auto Recycling

SEDA developed specialised
equipment for VIKING which
enables our development
and test department for garden equipment with combustion engines to arrange for
disposal in an environmentally
friendly manner.
Peter Moser
Quality Management
VIKING GmbH
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CONTACT
SEDA-Umwelttechnik GmbH

SEDA-Innovations GmbH

SEDA Benelux

Company Headquarters
Schwendter Str. 10
6345 Kössen/Austria
P: +43 5375 6318-0
F: +43 5375 6318-9
E: info@seda.at

Manufacturing Plant & Showroom
Kleinfeld 9
6341 Ebbs/Austria
P: +43 5373 42275-24
F: +43 5373 42275-25
E: js@seda-innovations.com

SEDA-Environmental Benelux B.V.
Amperestraat 4
2181 HB Hillegom/Netherlands
P: +31 252 534403
F: +31 252 528003
E: seda@pn.nl

SEDA USA

SEDA Japan

SEDA Turkey

SEDA-Environmental LLC.
135 Walter Way
30214 Fayetteville/Georgia/USA
P: +1 770-681-0474
F: +1 800-991-7332
E: info@seda-usa.com

SEDA-Japan Co. Ltd.
2-1101-11, Chuo Higashiyamato-shi
2070015 Tokyo/Japan
P: +81 42 516-9580
F: +81 42 516-9581
E: takamatsu@seda.co.jp

Üçevler Mah. Ahıska Cad. No. 241
Gençşenocak İş Merkezi A Blok K:2 No:12
16120 Nilüfer/Bursa/Turkey
P: +90 224 4112269
F: +90 224 4432264
E: baran@seda-environmental.com

Follow us online!

www.seda.at

